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One of the popular ways to perform automated analysis of programs is by manipulating slices—reduced executable programs derived from the originals by removing some steps in such a way that they replicate parts of the original behaviour [18]. Such slices are useful for debugging and comprehension, refactoring and restructuring, reverse engineering and maintenance, model checking, as well as other tasks related to similar problems. At the core of this family of methods are the slicing strategies (backward slicing [18], forward slicing [8], as well as other variations [19], including higher-order lazy functional slicing [13]) and the base data structures. In rare cases analysis, slicing and transformation are performed directly on abstract syntax trees enriched with annotations [3]. However, it is more productive to operate on a data structure specifically designed to facilitate these tasks. Many such structures were proposed in the last three decades:

- Program Dependence Graph [6, 10] was the first and the most classic of the data structures used for slicing. It was meant to represent imperative programs in Pascal-like languages and essentially is a pseudograph with edges representing control and data dependences. Its creation is also an imperatively formulated algorithm that builds a control flow graph, a data dependence graph, a data dominator tree, etc.

- System Dependence Graph [8] is a generalisation of a PDG that is capable of expressing interprocedural relations and therefore capable of facilitating more global analyses and detection of interprocedural code clones.

- Dynamic Dependence Graph [1] is a variant more suitable for debugging and similar tasks that can benefit from representing runtime information. From this point of view, both PDGs and SDGs, as well as any of their extensions, are “static dependence graphs”.

- Value Dependence Graph [17] is an efficient structure similar to data flow/dependence graphs but is demand-driven. It does not require a full control flow graph, but a control flow graph can be generated from it.

- United Dependence Graph [7] is a hybrid attempt to gain the best of static and dynamic dependence graphs. The static PDGs/SDGs are inefficient but complete; the dynamic ones are fragmented but expressive. A UDG contains both static and dynamic edges for both data and control dependences and is used in cases that need both static and dynamic information, such as testing.

- Java Dependence Graph (JSDG) [20] is the first attempt to extend PDGs/SDGs to a more advanced programming language with object-oriented concepts leading to relations like membership or inheritance dependences. The case study was limited to pre-functional Java but its treatise of interfaces allows straightforward extension to other OO languages with multiple inheritance; there were similar projects for other languages like C++ [9]. Polymorphism is modelled statically by overapproximation.

- Java Dependence Graph (JSysDG) [16] is a result of several incremental improvements of JSDG; its creation is also structured in the classic PDG style with milestone helper structures that represent dependences among methods, classes, interfaces. The most crucial addition is another kind of edges — summary edges that represent the transitive flow of dependence across a callsite caused by both control and data dependences.

- Functional Dependence Graph [12] was finally an application of the same principles to a functional language. The case study was Haskell, but the approach is identical or straightforwardly adaptable to ML, Scala and other functional languages with explicit type constructors. The focus of FDG is on high abstraction level constructs, so slicing is pretty sophisticated but does not cover expressions, just “functional statements”.

- Term Dependence Graph [4] is a very relevant technology of modelling dependences in term rewriting systems which focuses on data constructions and function calls without supporting higher order constructions and cond-like branching.

- Behaviour Dependence Graph [15] successfully modelled pattern-driven dispatch and expression decomposition and provided advanced FDG-like functionality for Erlang.

- Probabilistic System Dependence Graph [2] enables calculation of the probability of correctness of an execution, based on learned execution-state changes over previously known correct executions. It entails heavy computations based on large volumes of collected data and is meant to be used on small critical software systems.

- Weighted System Dependence Graph [5] is another hybrid static/dynamic approach where the edges in a static dependence graph are weighed according to all (known) executions. It is basically a realistically performing simplified version of PPDG.

- Erlang Dependence Graph [14] was named after the language it was tested on, but essentially it is an approach not inherently
limited to Erlang: its authors managed to combine benefits of SDG (interprocedural functionality), BDG (pattern matching), FDG (high level), TDG (low level) and JSysDG (summary edges). Instead of functional statements, it uses a closely related concept of program positions.

- Execution Dependence Graph [11] is a recent addition to the family that works on the level of bytecode and helps to find code clones there for the sake of library identification.

At IFL 2015, I would like to discuss various opportunities, tradeoffs and limitations in using dependence graphs of functional programs for productive and efficient slicing in the context of different activities and tasks such as functional program comprehension, optimisation, parallelisation, bidirectionalisation, etc. This will be an endeavour to contribute to the lines of research summarised above, and commodify program slicing for different kinds of functional languages.
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